Notes on ‘Snapshot Table’ [preceding page].
1. A ‘Resident’ is defined as anyone staying at Braziers for more than one week.
2. 14 bedrooms in the main house are reserved for visitors. Their occupancy is outside the scope of this analysis.
3. Accommodation. 3 of the 11 adults listed as ‘Accommodated in the Main House’ sleep in elsewhere but eat and live in the main house.
   With the exception of two elderly residents, who have been at Braziers for more than 20 years, no one accommodated in the main house has resided at BP for more than two years. Nearly all those accommodated in self-contained cottages and temporary dwellings have resided at Braziers for 2 – 5 years. There are 3 of these people who have resided at BP in for up to 10 years.
4. There will be some errors as I have not checked with each individual the accuracy of the data. This is especially true regarding length of residence at BP, and engagement in study.
5. Four people who are committed to work fulltime [30 – 40 hrs] are ‘overseas volunteers’ resident for 1 – 3 months. Some of these volunteers very actively use their private time for study.
6. Anticipated changes - by the end of October, one child and five adults are expected to have departed. This is a significant proportion of the overall number. (25% of adults) ...